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• Stereotypes surrounding gender roles are also linked
   to racial assumptions; whereas white women are often
   viewed as fragile and innocent, women of color are
   hypersexualized, represented as deceitful and cunning. 
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Did You Know?

• Men make up 93% of the U.S. prison population,
   but only 49% of the total U.S. population.

• News covereage of crime overrepresents violent
   crimes committed by men of color against white
   women, even though intra-racial male-on-male
   violence is more common.

• Despite making up only 64% of the total U.S. pop-
   ulation, Whites make up only 39% of the incarcer-
   ated population in the U.S.

• Implicit bias research has shown that racial biases
   impact bail, charging, and sentencing.
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U.S. Prison Population by 
Race/Ethnicity and Gender
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Other race or ethnicity

• Portrayals of minority men in the news and popular 
   media are more likely to be physically violent and 
   aggressive, and anyone who consumes any kind of
   media is likely to be influenced by these represen-
   tations. That includes criminal justice officials,
   even those given anti-bias training, who are re-
   sponsible for doling out sentences, as well as min-
   orities, whose self-esteem and self-perception is
   influenced by these media representations.

Why Are POC So Overrepresented?

Why Are Men So Overrepresented?

Trans Erasure in Prison Populations

• Unequal enforcement of anti-drug laws across races
   disproportionately impacts POC; drug use is about
   the same across races and ethnicities, but the harsh
   criminalization and implementation of mandatory
   minimum sentences is more common to drugs as- 
   sociated with impoverished minority communities.
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• Media representations of men tend to focus on men
   as being aggressive and emotionless, while women
   passive, dependent, and nurturing. Additionally,
   women are far more likely to be protrayed as victims
   of male violence.

Transgender experiences are often excluded 
from data collections in mainstream census
taking, and the prison census was no excep-

tion. Becausethere is no national standard for the
treatment of trans inmates, many are placed in the
incorrect facilities for their gender identity, leading to
sexual and violent harrassment by both other inmates
and guards. Furthermore, trans inmates are routinely
denied hormone treatment and placed in solitary con-
finement for “protection” despite known links between
solitary confinement and mental health problems.
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Crime Rates Across Genders

• Gender roles have far-reaching impacts into the
   ways men and women see themselves and how they
   relate to one another, so it is inevitable that these 
   gender roles influence their treatment by the crim-
   inal justice system.

Percentage of Crimes by Type


